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legend

of colors

as in his shallow pan 
the prospector sifts the grey silt, filtering 

from the muddy sand and rubble the 
precious, golden flecks, the 

colors of his avid 
searching:

so
the authors 

of the following 
pages have aspired to distill 

from the drear and commonplace 
dross of raw reality and everyday 

experience their colors, transmuted through 
literary experiment into the gold of transcendent 

self-expression.

carroll college 
helena, montana
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dedication

this is the tenth anniversary 
issue of colors and it is 

hopefully dedicated to the 
future of the fine arts at 

carroll college, no matter 
how impossibly uncertain that 

future might be it is certainly 
not impossible, hopefully.
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Here was a new generation, shouting the old cries, learning 
the old creeds, through a revery of long days and nights; 

destined finally to go out into that dirty gray turmoil to 
follow love and pride; a new generation dedicated more than 
the last to the fear of poverty and the worship of success; 
grown up to find all Gods dead, all wars fought, all faiths 

in man shaken. . . .

And he could not tell why the struggle was worth while, why 
he had determined to use to the utmost himself and his 

heritage from the personalities he had passed. . . .

He stretched out his arms to the crystaline, radiant sky.

"I know myself," he cried, "but that is all."

F. Scott Fitzgerald 
in THIS SIDE OF PARADISE
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preface

reality is a continuing assault on our sensibilities; perverse 
and normal are only arbitrary subdivisions of the existent 

chaos, western aesthetics, through aristotle, proposes that art 
is the imitation of nature, imitation of the external disorder 

that surrounds us. there is also the internal disorder that 
comprises each of us. both are the subject matter of the artist, 

what the artist makes is an imitation of all the things that he 
did not make, or at least was not conscious of making, in the 

present the things of nature are here to be explored and 
questions of the morality and propriety of the subject matter can 

be addressed only to god, or his modern equivalent, but the 
artist is not free from censure, if his creation portrays the 
nightmare extreme of reality, then it must begin in truth and 

move toward insight, or it is not valid, this is what aristotle 
meant when he said the artist must imitate the essential 

character of nature, the universal principles underlying the 
phenomenon we perceive through our senses, dead gods, fought 

wars, shaken faiths have been the lot of every generation since 
the beginning, all the artist can hope to do is uncover any 

slight glimpse into the essential truth of nature, such truth 
is beauty and beauty does give us pleasure, beauty can also be 
found in the artist’s mastery of technique, whatever his medium 

may be. put the two together - true insight and technical 
perfection - and the result is genius.
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genius takes a very long time, even if it is there, that is 
the reason for this magazine, the artists on these pages are 

beginning their struggle toward genius, none of us as yet 
approach genius, and maybe we never will, we may stop halfway 

there, in between depicting the intense beauty found along 
side the intense agony of reality there is always the frightening 

allure of success, we don't worship poverty, and verbal orgasm 
sells very well, today we will know we are successful when the 

struggle doesn't seem worth while any more.

for now we don't have to know why the struggle is worth while, 
it probably isn't and our art will never offer more than the 

painful pleasure of recognizing the incredible, nature of nothing, 
for this even god can be dead, and if that is all there is then 
it has to be enough, so, we stretch out our arms toward. . . . 
after colors '70 the artists who wrote the words on these pages 
and the people who read them will know themselves a little more 

than they did before, that is all. that is our beginning.

I
I
I
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I
I
I
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dan burr
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The Quest for Saint Helena

He pulled them together, all dream broken spirits, to pan gold from 

the gutters when it rained, Six ragged windmills plowing up the 

mud of Judith Basin, they planted sweat in the tracks baok to 

Saskatoon, their harness laid over a shoulder and bucketed tight 

around his pounding heart. Bull curses whip cracked over their 

heads and he never let up breathing fire on their dusty bones. He 

drug them on cat gut strung to the grave 'til they looked down from 

the last green tower on the lily virgin every muscle had shriveled 

for. She was a lusty nymph, young Helena, saint of the wayward 

decons. Her lumpy rolling legs laid open, sprawling into a guilded 

gulch where whores and borers sucked their last chance into Hell, 

The toxic fever reached out, winding around, pulling them down, 

and she opened her arms to gather them up.

Connie Kelly
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TWO POEMS

who put the "li" in living
and also the "sin" in singing
to produce the perpetual "new man" 
who's taking all "u" from human

there must be some "il" in his smile 
and a desperate "sty" in his style 
to put the "chil" in child 
or the everyday "hi" in hiel

he can't stomach the "gest" in digestion 
and you won't turn him "on" in question 
but to really sound the "ra" in fraud 
remind him of the "od" in god

oh who put the "li" in life
and surrounded man with "tri" of strife 
for after putting all his "ill" in pavilion 
he couldn't find the "liv" in oblivion

SHAG

As I walk along
in the song that I am writing 
I often look behind to see myself 
tagging along
like a weary hobo
longing for a rail-yard
in which the decisions are made 
by others

SHAG
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Analysis of Fern Hill

The magic of youth with its carefree singing innocence is 
imaginatively embodied in the poem "Fern Hill" by Dylan Thomas.
Much of the imagery and unique qualities of expression found in 
this poem are derivatives of his Welsh background and introspective 
life on an isolated farm. Understanding and appreciating a poem is 
often aided by insight into the author's life. This poem reflects 
in many ways the actual experiences of Thomas as he grew up on a 
small farm in Wales. At that time, the early nineteen hundreds, the 
farmland in South Wales had been untouched by industry and was used 
principally for the grazing of sheep and cattle. The poem contains 
examples of how childhood would be remembered by a boy growing up 
there. One can almost imagine Thomas running carefree among the 
haystacks and fields of green grass, "young and easy under the 
apple boughs."

An important element contributing to the overall effect of 
the poem is the skillful useage of certain colors to create impres
sions and arouse our senses. The dominant color green appears in a 
variety of expressions—"happy as the grass was green," "Whinnying 
green stable," "fire green as grass," conveying a sense of freshness, 
vitality, and youth. The color gold is frequently employed in such 
expression as "Golden in the heydays of his eyes," "Golden in the 
mercy of his means," and "children green and golden." The impression 
created is one of a preciousness, glory, and brightness associated 
with youth. The color white is also significant, for example, "a 
wanderer white," and "the lamb white days." This color signifies 
innocence and the unblemished purity of youth.

Thomas creates impressions through his choice of certain words.
A few illustrations of this would be: "prince" and "lordly" found 
in verse one, consistent with the aura of glory surrounding youth.
The reference to "sabbath" and "holy" makes us aware of the purity 
and goodness associated with being young and innocent. The words 
"dew" and "shining" have connotations of freshness and vitality.

Ideas or emotions are also expressed through certain natural 
objects. The sun seems to be associated with feelings of happiness 
and elation. In the fourth verse there is an allusion to "Adam and
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maiden" suggesting the idea of "Garden of Eden," analogous to 
being young, and symbolized by the farm mentioned several times 
throughout the poem.. Further implications to Genesis are seen 
in references to creation, such as, "the birth of simple light 
in the first spinning place..." down to the fall of man in verse 
five "Before the children and golden follow him out of grace." 
Childhood is likened to a paradise existence, whereas upon grow
ing up, we lose our innocence and purity and must leave the para
dise.

The abstract idea of time plays an important role in the 
development of the poem. Time is personified in the role of dol
ing out the riches of childhood while leading eventually to its 
loss, as can be seen in the following quotation; "Time let me 
play and be golden in the mercy of his means," but then "Time 
would take me up to the swallow thronged loft by the shadow of my 
hand," until finally, "Time held me green and dying though I 
sang in my chains like the sea."

This poem contains strikingly original expressions and int
eresting applications of descriptive words not usually associated 
with one another. For example, "all the sun long," and "all the 
moon long" are very fresh ways of relating the common occurrence 
of day and night. Also "watery," to describe the flowing quality 
of youth and "fire green as grass" used to give a vivid image of 
tall grass swaying in the breese.

One particular line holds a vague meaning, yet it is interest
ing, nevertheless. It reads "As I rode to sleep the owls were 
bearing the farm away." Perhaps it means that even as he slept, the 
owls, which represent the time of night, were chipping away at the 
length of his stay in childhood? time passes even while one sleeps. 
There are many other phrases which are colorful and imaginative, 
ranging from "the sky blue trades," which are his carefree childhood 
occupations to "the sun bora over and over," which is passing time.

Approaching the poem briefly from the viewpoint of the stylis
tic role of parts of speech one may first of all consider the role 
of the nouns. Most of the nouns are concrete and clearly identified 
They tend to refer to nature and objects found on a farm, such as, 
apple boughs, trees, leaves, rivers, streams, herdsman, calves, hay- 
fields, grass, stables, horse, sun, and moon.
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The adjectives qualify and are frequently used doubly, such 
as, "young and easy," "green and carefree," "green and golden."
They are expressive of emotion and have pleasant connotations, for 
example, lilting, happy, carefree, lovely, gay.

The verbs are in past tense and reveal that he is looking back. 
They are dynamic and active and help create the feeling of vitality. 
Running, playing, flashing, shining, and singing.

The pronouns are personal, I, my, and me giving the poem a more 
personal touch, as if Thomas were actually telling you about himself. 
Therefore, the voice seems to be Dylan Thomas addressing almost any
one, yet, in a way, talking and reflecting mostly with himself.

The idea to be conveyed in the poem is the great joy of being 
young and the inevitability of growing old. However, at the very end, 
Thomas attempts to defy this aging "Time held me green and dying 
though I sang in my chains like the sea."

Michelle Turcotte

THE LOOM, SLOWLY SHIFTING. SILENT!

The Loom, slowly shifting. Silent!
Sifting threads in shrouds of Hope.

Hope. A dream, a deadly dream,
A poison two-smiles fatal.
Souls smile in conflicting preservation 
of the waves.

Warmth waves surface at hearts.
Overflowing, bursting in blood floods.

Milky floods waning liquid-weary. Burning! 
Barren brains burning, learning nothing 
of the Planet. Can it count?

Jim Tracey
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CAT KRAFT CARMEL

Sprig of cumulus, 
White curled 
Warming 
My sill,

Whose yawnings 
Belong to the sky, 
Did you seep 
Through the window?

Waked blue above 
The hybisous bush 
Mourns exactly where 
You tired and fell.

Square
Kraft carmel 
In the sun 
Beam torches 
On the cement 
Stair.
Forgotten there.

Despair.
Kraft carmel 
Wrapped warm 
In cellophane 
Died without 
Sound.
Oozing down round.

Stay ccnd rest, though, 
If you wish cawhile, 
White ourled oat 
On the sill.

Pattie Linehan
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IMPERCEPTIBLY, BY BOUNDS

Yawning from above the fan of his urine spraying into the 
toilet bowl, Clayton was already beginning his morning exercises, 
a daily practice that accounted for his wiry body. As he sucked 
in his abdomen for the thirtieth time, and contracted his biceps, 
he though about the day he would have to live for the next twenty- 
four hours. Wiping his hands free of tapwater by running them 
through his thatch of brown straight hair, Clayton strode into 
his bedroom.

He stood in the center of the small room, clad only in a pair 
of tight bright orange briefs that were noticably strained and 
worn. A large double mattress with a tumble of sheets and blankets 
heaped on it slumped on the floor in one corner of the room and 
three cardboard boxes confining Clayton's clothes were lined up in 
another. That was all the furniture.

Surveying himself in the broken piece of mirror that hung on 
the bathroom door, Clayton twisted out of his shorts and let them 
fall to the floor. He was twenty-nine but he appeared about ten 
years younger. Clayton liked to look at himself, but the piece 
of mirror was small, and all he could see was the section of his 
thighs to the base of his neck. He put his hands to his face. 
Clayton could see with his hands what was not visible in the mirror. 
Fingering his shaving cuts he felt the smooth tanned skin stretched 
tight over the angular bones of his handsome young face. A streak 
of sunlight angeled through the eastern window and Clayton turned 
so he could feel its warmth caress his naked groin. Then catching 
sight of the boxes of clothes in the corner he thought of what he 
would wear that day. It was important how you dressed. Clayton 
liked to match his attire to his mood. Today he would wear his 
white pants and a tight blue shirt with white horizontal stripes. 
Clayton ran his hands across the lean hard surface of his uncovered 
chest, kicked the discarded orange heap at his feet across the 
room, and began to dress himself.
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His next thought was breakfast. There was no kitchen in his 
apartment, and Clayton refused to have food in the same room in 
which he slept. So he always ate out. It wasn't hard to bum some
thing to eat, and he felt exceptionally good this morning. When 
he felt like it Calyton could get almost anything he wanted from 
people. Today he felt like it.

Clayton kept his money in a small tin underneath the clothes 
in one of the boxes. Each morning as he dressed he would look in 
the tin to see how the day would have to be. If there was less 
than two dollars the night would have to be work; if there was 
more, he could find somebody he wanted to be with. This morning 
the tin was empty.

"Hell," though Clayton aloud, "I feel like I could amost love 
somebody today, for a while at least But that ain't the way it's 
gonna be. Too bad."

Taking one last look at himself in the mirror Clayton grabbed 
the heavy turtle-neck sweater that hung from a nail stuck in the 
wall and threw it over his right shoulder. Then he walked quickly 
through the other room in his apartment, a room which hadn't a 
single piece of furniture in it, and he left. The apartment was 
on the third floor of a dingy tenament. Clayton bolted down the 
six flights of stairs the same way he always went up them, taking 
four steps at a time. He figured this was good exercise and he 
could use it. Clayton didn't stop his bounding exit until he stood 
on the edge of the sidewalk in front of the building. There he 
spit hard into the gutter and expanded his lungs with the sharp 
morning air. It was November, and it was cold so Clayton pulled 
the shaggy sweater over his head and hugged its warmth. He looked 
above at the gray band of sky caught between the rows of buildings 
that lined each side of the street. Forty-second street, It was 
at ease now, like a deep flesh wound on its way to recovery after 
the infection subsides. There wouldn't be much happening here 
until after dark. Clayton broke the silence.

"Gotta get somethin' to eat,"
He shoved his hands into his pockets and started walking south, 

fast, with big steps so he could keep warm, Clayton's destination 
was a small fruit marked over on sixty-fifth street. The market
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was owned by an Italian named Marino whse only son had died five 
years before. Clayton never knew the boy's name. Sometimes, if 
he helped old Marino haul the fruit crates out onto the sidewalk 
in front of the market and talked to him, Clayton could get some
thing to eat.

"Hi old man." Clayton smiled and he looked good. "Need some 
help this morning, how about some help?"

"Yea, yea," muttered the dark round Italian as he tugged at 
a crate of oranges not stopping to look up at Clayton, "You pick 
up apples inside and bring them out. Put over here."

"Right," said Clayton and he went to it. When the fruit stand 
was assembled and Marino had let down the faded yellow awning 
Clayton asked him how was business and was his back still giving 
him trouble.

"Business is good but I get old. Who I gonna leave store to 
when I get so old? Huh?" There was a pause, the old man started 
to sweep the sidewalk. "You want apple to eat?"

"Thanks," said Clayton taking as many as he could get hold 
of. Old Marino kept on talking and Clayton ate until he didn't 
want any more apples. Then he left.

There was only one thing important to Clayton. Keeping him
self fit and looking good. This was because he made money with 
his body. Clayton was attractive and he knew it. He knew it 
since he was five years old. People started wanting his body when 
he was thirteen and Clayton figured it was as good as any way to 
make a living.

So far, Clayton had felt something akin to love only once in 
his life. This was when he was in high school in Nebraska. He 
loved a boy who was two years older than he was. Clayton never 
spoke one word to the boy and nobody ever knew of his youthful 
desire. Soon after, he left school and forgot that it ever happened

Clayton left school and he went to New York City because he 
heard that people didn't have to talk to each other there. Clayton 
never liked to talk to people. He didn't want to do anything in 
particular and the city seemed like a good place to go.

The only other thing that ever happened to Clayton was that
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he married a girl named Carla when he was twenty-eight years 
old and she was thirty-six. Carla supported him because at the 
time Clayton was trying to be a poet but he couldn't make any money 
at it. This was until six months ago. Then Carla figured it 
wasn't worth it and she left. Soon after Clayton moved over to 
forty-second street.

Now his life had settled into a routine of sorts. He arose 
early in the morning after his night's work, did his exercises, 
then walked around until noon. Sometimes he went to Central Park, 
or, in the summer he would go to the beach and strip to his shorts 
and sun himself. Clayton didn't work any more than he had to, and 
whenever he didn't absolutely need the money he found someone he 
wanted to have sex with. And he enjoyed it.

That was Clayton Hines' life when he was twenty-mne years 
old and looked ten years younger.

Today, Clayton walked down by the docks. By ten o'clock the 
sun had warmed the air enough so he took off his sweater. At 
eleven Clayton was hungry again so he snuck into one of the huge 
brown sea water, and ate the lousy sandwiches. Then Clayton got 
up, stretched until his bones creaked and went back to Forty- 
second street. Once home, Clayton would sleep until seven or 
eight o'clock and then he would go to a cheap movie house or to 
one of several special bars and start his work.

Today, Clayton got back to his apartment about twelve thirty, 
He took up the stairs so fast he was winded by the time he got to 
the top. It was his final celebration of the morning. Clayton 
still felt pretty good. Gasping for breath, the first thing he 
noticed after he went in his door was a small travel bag thrust in 
one corner of the room that had no furniture in it, Clayton ad
vanced quickly to his bedroom and saw that the bed had been made 
and the dirty clothes picked up.

"Is that you Clay?" The voice was Carla's and just then she 
came out of the bathroom with both her hands stuck up behind her 
head fixing her hair. She stood still in the doorway and looked 
at him with an attempted smile on her flushed face. Clayton didn"t 
speak. He hung up his sweater, went over to the window and looked
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out. He stood still there for a long time.
"What the hell are you doing here?" he finally blurted out, 

not turning to look at her.
"Well Clay, I thought . . .well I though we might try again.

I mean ..." Carla never looked anything more than plain, and 
when she became nervous her small thin face took on a pinched 
haggard appearance.

"Goddamnit Carla, you left. You left. Remember. And it was 
over. What did you have to come back here for?"

Carla moved over to the bed on the other side of the small 
room and sat down. She glanced at Clay's back and then cast her 
eyes down toward the floor.

"Oh, Clay I was so lonely, and I knew you needed somebody to 
take care of you. Please, Clay, please." The woman put her head 
in her hands now and started to cry very quietly. Clay stalked 
into the bathroom and slammed the door behind him. The piece of 
broken mirror that hung on the door dropped to the floor and shat
tered. Carla picked up the pieces and put them in a neat little 
pile in the corner. Clayton stayed in the bathroom for a long 
time. Then he came out.

"Clay, I could get my old job back," Carla began at once.
"You know I could get it back, or one just as good. Or we could 
leave New York. We could just leave and maybe go back to Nebraska, 
to wherever you ..."

"Oh, Carla, don't you see?" Clay paused and looked hard at 
his wife for a moment. "Carla how do you think I make a living 
now, huh? How?"

"That doesn't matter Clay, nothing matters except that we . . 
that we try together."

It was all coming back to Clayton now. The two years he spent 
with Carla were coming back. At first when things went bad between 
them, Carla covered up their failures so fervently that Clayton 
didn't have to do a thing. And then later when she no longer seemed 
to want to preserve any illusions, Clayton felt obligated to lie 
and sneak around so things wouldn't be so obvious. But then her 
damn suffering in quiet got to him and he forced Carla to leave. 
Clayton had done this by spending all of her paycheck before Carla
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had a chance to buy a thing with it. As a matter of simple sur
vival Carla had to leave and Clayton figured that he had given her 
an easy out. But now here she was back.

"Look Carla, I'm gonna tell it to you, and I'm only gonna tell 
it once so get it straight. I married you so you would support 
me, and you married me so you could mother me and 'cause you were 
too old to get anybody else. It never worked and you know why. I 
didn't even like you and as for making it in bed . „ . well you 
know that women aren't my first choice there. So you see I can’t 
do a thing for you and you can't do nothin' for me except wash the 
bed sheets after me and my friends get thorugh messing them up and 
maybe wipe my nose."

"Don't Clay," she whimpered, "Don't. I know if you would only 
come with me and let me help you we could be happy. We could . .

"Je-sus Christ, save me from these poor sniveling women who 
want to save me from myself. I left you every night and I did it 
because that was what I wanted to do. What the hell do you think 
That there's some sort of school book rules about life? that only 
this way is the right way and those other things are wrong and „
. . Hell . „ . you know what you do, you just live, survive, any
way you can, and that's what I'm doin' right now, so you just pick 
yourself up and beat it out of here and find some corner of your 
own to make it in. But don't expect any help from me or anybody 
else!"

"Oh Clay you're so wrong. Please let me help, please let 
me . . ." Carla was crying now and she didn't say anything else. 
She just slumped on the edge of the bed with her face in her hands 
and her whole body shook with the tears she was crying. Clayton 
stood for a moment and watched the quivering figure. He knew he 
had to make it end.

"Carla, I'm goin' out that door and I'm goin' to pick up some
body, and we are gonna' come back here and lay together in that 
bed. And when it's over, I'm gonna get paid and the somebody will 
leave and I'll never see him again. Now you be gone when we come 
back or so help me I'll do it right in front of your eyes!"

"Oh Clay, don't make me hate you, please don't."

C8RETTE LIBRARY CAKKULL Guixtut
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"I don't need you to hate me for me to be miserable. I can 
do it all by myself. So don't you complicate things for either 
one of us by figuring on hating me for the rest of your life." 
Clayton grabbed for his sweater hanging on the nail and he pulled 
a big snag in it. Then he slammed out of the room and left the 
apartment.

Carla sat on the bed and cried for a long time. Then she 
slowly stood up, washed her face with cold water in the bathroom, 
picked up her small travel bag, and she left the apartment.

Much later that night Clayton crawled back on his bed after 
putting the money in his tin underneath his clothes in one of the 
cardboard boxes. He lay on his back with all the blankets and 
sheets bunched up at his feet, and he ran his hands down the length 
of his naked body, and then back up again.

"I can do it all by myself, all by myself," he said half aloud 
just as he dropped off to sleep.

Dan Burr

UPON LEAVING THE SEMINARY

Bells ring. Dead hearts rise, stumble 
In black march obedient to the bells 
Kneel to recite Lauds, sit, stand, mumble 
Each meditating, alone in decaying cells 
Rise for Mass, listening to pages fumble 
To take the bread, kneel, intent to the bells. 
Rising, walking briskly out of the cells 
Free, with men, loving and so alive 
Dead no longer, gone from heaven’s hells 
In white dressed, to love, willing to die.

Tom Cavanagh
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THE CREATORS

They stood silently panting on the only pregnant bulge of earth 
protruding palmshaded from the valley - Dr. Alex Snider and 
Father Joe Pat Benson. Both drew long deep draughts of air be
tween clenched teeth - slowly - to minimize the familiar wheez
ing sound of out-of-breath old men. There was still some dignity 
in not advertising that fact.

The valley stretched the ultimate green and creeping before them - 
great audiences of new wheat bowed and clapped, rusting, yawning 
before a broad river, that clear, oozed from the north down through 
the valley toward the east. It sauntered by bits and chunks of 
marble column grown green and decaying with moss exploring cracks 
in the fluting. Remains of civilizations that had risen and blend
ed back into the eternal valley lay scattered at random here and 
mathematically calculated there. At the base of the lone hill, 
fresh piles of earth already crusted and dry on top in the day's 
sun, marred the expanse of green. Another archeological expedit
ion defacing the present and the past.

"The fertile crescent - God couldn't have picked a more perfect 
place to begin His man - - to stand here overlooking this I feel 
the closest to Him. I can't help but hold His benevolence in awe. 
Even you, Alex, must feel something." Father turned to watch the 
face of his colleague for the usual trace of disgust that crept 
around the corners of his thin lips at any mention of the Creator 
or any other member of the Blessed Trinity. It was there, the 
adam's apple rose and fell with calculated slowness and the lips 
flattened out into grim streaks of pink tinges.

"Must you always bring your concept of the mystical into every 
matter, Father?" "Yes, of course I FEEL - but NOT an awe for an 
abstraction of an impossibility!"
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The terse silence on the hill made it possible to hear the sounds 
of the workers below, scuttling up and down the dirt mounds - 
digging, dusting, banging, brushing; their metal helmets catching 
every glint of sun, bouncing it off like rays of twinkling stars 
against the black earth. Their sounds drew the two hill men back 
together - the communion of the unknown being discovered and the 
twinge of hidden fear with the excitement.

"The carbon tests gave me nothing on that metal chunk of yesterday. 
I've much to do, that's the third batch not reacting." The Doctor 
smoothed out his walrus mustache and frowned into its sparseness. 
"Any luck on the titanium plates yet?"

"No. The alphabet is totally unrelated to any we know. I'll get 
it soon - must be some code, not any actual written language for 
these parts. Just one private tribe at war. "

The 'perhaps' that neither man spoke screamed in the silence of 
mocking shrouding hill trees. A gust of wind pointed all their 
waggling palm fingers toward the men hiding their shudders deep 
within their guts. They began a faster descent down the hill to 
beat the sun to rest, the crinkles in their brows growing deeper 
and darker. Palms sprang for hair locks while bushes tangled 
feelers around their pant cuffs. The elongated shadows of nearing 
twilight crept along the ground and teased their feet to run.
Father Joe Pat Benson over and over recited his favorite passage 
on the goodness of the Trinity to protect unworthy man from evils

God, the Father, God the Son,
God the Holy Ghost,
Protect me from the evil world,
From those I fear the most.
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Gods, who are all blessed,
Who created man for good,
Shelter me from light on plains
And dark in densest wood.

Dear three benevolent Godheads,
Whose mercy reaches all,
Guide and protect me from this life,
Ere I see, and corrupted, fall.

God the Father, God the Son,
And God the Holy Ghost...............................The tempo and feeling in
creased with every step. Father offered his life and work in 
adoration of the Trinity for the four hundred and thirty-second 
time in his life. Once resigned to fate, his breathing quieted 
down to match the timed inhalations of Dr. Snider, who had just 
resolved for the three hundred and eighty-ninth time, that man was 
a rational animal of most superior capacities who could handle any 
situation on earth. They groped with dignity down the hill, side
stepping broken marble hunks and tripping on jagged twisted shreds 
of metal the green half-hid.
"It must have been a great war," whispered Father in the dark.

* * * * * *

The war would some soon - it was inevitable. Inevitable where 
everyone is hypocritically good - where honor is fought for; 
faith is fought for, truth is fought for, progress is fought for, 
and religion is fought for - inevitable where fighting has a holy 
cause and the people have forgotten they merely love to fight.
The war would come; soon, this time to teach the creatures what 
fighting was with someone more cunning, more vicious than them
selves. They would learn what agony it was to see bleeding crawl- 
ling gagging lumps of flesh; to have the distorted twisted gutless 
friends, fried and clinging to them, begging for death - begging, 
begging. The machines to teach were finally ready - the great des
tructors to unleash on the troops of creatures who would march around
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the hill in gay streamers of purple and crimson crinolin. Their 
war was always gay, winning,, However, there is a time............
Dr. Pater Francmel turned from his thoughts to gaze out the labora
tory window. His valley lay lush silent green in every direction 
with one pregnant bulge of hill sheltering his buildings from the 
southwest winds that came often and whipped the palms and fern to 
dance and grovel. Prom the north came his river, pure broad ex
panse of shimmer from one end across the valley to the other and 
then disappeared into the rising sun. Great lizards slept and 
scratched and yawned beside its banks and snapped at leather birds 
that swooped in arches out of reach. The valley buzzed and hummed 
with groaning growing vegetation; the earth conceiving every new 
concept of life in her warm wet center.

Dr. Pater Francmel smiled - the valley would have much to tell 
someday. Now there were just last minute details to attend to, 
the last records of his experiments to record on the titanium 
plates; and the waiting - the relaxing shuffling of cards, rum
maging, waiting with his colleagues. The Creators, they called 
themselves, and indeed they 'were. The Creators. He had conceiv
ed the idea, His son, Jemus, who had been the product of himself 
and his first female model, and their good friend Dr. Honly.

"Pater, we've completed the last vault checks - all two thousand 
await your hand on the current. All are sleeping till your com
mand, and they look so peaceful!" Jemus narrowed his green eyes 
into slints of glinting glee, and smirked. "Honly is coming with 
the last titanium plates."

"Honly is here with the plates !" He came clumping into the room, 
ears jabbing through the mane of tangled matted yellow hair that 
hid his forehead and had managed to spread contagiously over his 
entire jaw, leaving only the ears and nose and eyes in view, "Write! 
The troops are past Milos "
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All three men took their places around a center table, drew a 
plate from the pile, took a thin glowing rod from a breast 
pocket and began to write - - of experiments in creating a 
superior being who was ruthless beyond hope, who could survive 
through cunning and be exactly the person the world deserved as 
inhabitant, for war, for slaughters................The three bent dil
igently over their work,beards grazing the table top and white 
gowns grazing the floor in their concentration. It was the 
sixth day they had been engraving, and tonight would be the end 
of thatj tomorrow would be only the waiting, the rest. It was 
done.

Beating, throbbing music floated in the window, faint, then 
quickened, nearer. They raised their heads and nodded to one 
another. The three stood at the window and watched. Dr. Pater 
Francmel's hand rested easily on an electrical switch wired to 
inject the soul shock of life into two thousand rigid bodies.

"It will be a short war," Pater was feeling philosophical on 
this eve of birth. "Our men will survive and propagate the new 
world. We have created life to kill, that will be the eternal 
paradox. Our men will worship us in time for that - - we, the 
Creators, being ultimate destroyers."

Gay streamers of purple and crimson crinolin floated out over the 
troops of creatures swinging around the corner of the hill, skip
marching to the gloating throbbing music of war. Knives glinted 
freshly polished at 10,000 waists, their handles intricately carv
ed and notched in pride. Three banners maintained the lead, held 
high overhead in offering to the invincible goodness of the hallow 
ed trinity of gods, invoking their help to fight on the side of 
right.

"I wonder who created them; they come to fight us with such glee." 
mused Jemus.
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"God only knows," said Pater, and his claws tightened on the 
switch, releasing vaulting volts through a million circuits and 
two thousand lungs rose and filled and fell together.

* -x- •}{■ * -x- *

Dr. Alex Snider and Father Joe Pat Benson strode boldly into the 
camp as the sun took its last tinges of pink with it to 'warm the 
world's other side. Stars popped out over the ink blotted sky.

"Good night, Alex. I'm to say Mass at 8:00, but I'll work on the 
titanium plates after Benediction services." He looked up into 
the twinkling bits of light and sighed, "The heavens are beautiful 
tonight. Sometimes I can hardly wait to join them. It is a great 
comfort to know that when I die my good Gods have provided for me. 
Makes this life tolerable sometimes. It could help you too, Alex, 
if you ever realize you need help."

Dr. Snider grunted, his lips in the same familiar thin line, and 
strode off toward his laboratory tent for the night. Men from 
National Geographic and Look had been taking pictures today, and 
now he had to give them calming information. Nothing that would 
alarm the God-damned public.

Pattie Linehan
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ombres d’inquietude

je suis inquiete
sous ces nuages

je suis etrangere
sans amour

ombres
ombres, ou est le soleil?

tous les coins du mone m'attirent 
je suis gitane

dans mon coeur

ombres
ombres, ou est le soleil?

je suis bien vulnerable
comme une trace de neige 
comme un sourire ensoleille

ombres
ombres, mais la route m’apelle 

je m’en vais

Angie Kuhl
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From: A Wonderer, A Wanderer, or What?

River

Silver strength, flowing soft, somnolent, washes silently, pearling 
in argent pools of moon.

It rushes, a slow crystal river from the shores of my consciousness, 
laving, cooling my wounds, dispelling darkness.

Welling from beneath twin mountains, Power sings, flashing in a 
bright burst of birds.

Floating on the flaming river of real, still we encounter shoals 
and spurs not yet erased

Dark eddies clutched in claws envenomed with uncertainties.

At the helm, you and I by turns stand pilot and only occasionally, 
ever more seldom, lose the channel.

New Song II
To J upon finding a Muse

When the acid clouds of agony hang dark before your eyes 
and hide the sun

I can bear them on my wings of fire across the starlit vastness 
of the void

And leave them hanging on the altar stone whereon the runes of 
Halthesa are burned

Where the flames out of Eternity will weld them to the blackened 
gates of Hell.

I can, because I'm Proteus; and Proteus is more than 
just a man.
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My mother is the fertile earth whose beauty soothes my wandering 
restless soul,

Yet my father rides the thunder while mere mortals weep and 
tremble in the storm

With two ravens on his shoulder, grey cloak flying in the wind 
he walks the night.

And sometimes I can see him as he races with his wolves across 
the moon.

I can, because I'm Proteus; and Proteus is much more 
than a man.

New Song III to J.
Blue Underground Strungout Monday

Came Early this Week

Today, sheathing the razor edge of the biting knife of Time, 
Crashed this morning without warning like the thunder of soggy

laundry
On the freshly carded strongly guarded linen windows, steam etched 

windows in the basement of my mind.

Perhaps-catspaws and blowing snow have blinded me with foggy 
superfluity

And my Treasure shines less brightly through a Haze
Of Fears I never recognized before and shouldn't now.

Now in the snow I sit and doubt all good I see and hear;
I manufacture meanings which distort the only things I know 

are true.

Please come, To-morrow, and blow the snow away;
By then I'll have forgotten this frozen dark Today.
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New Song IV to J.
Days Gone and to Come

Yesterday creeps quietly into the hungry arms of To-morrow 
And their silent kiss is Today;

The sweet, soft mystery of Today, The silken caress of Today is the memory,
Is the anticipation of you for all our Yesterdays and To-morrows.

The Sun, bright golden eye of all my days, drops smoothly into the
unplumbed depths of tonight's slumber wherefrom it awakes

To smile, pouring golden oils, anointing with radiance our To-morrows.

Through the velvet snow-silvered night your wraith will fly to me.
enfolding my soul, enchanting my mind with your thousand

Facets of flame, wafting on wings of moonbeam.

The rainbow roads of dream call me, lead me wandering through fertile valleys, 
Wandering verdant forests ringing with the Protean horns

of Pan's children.
There, under the arms of the ancient trees we share the crystal fountains, 

soothe, cool our flesh by the singing waters.

Iron Mountains, striking, thrusting toward the darkling scarlet sky, 
burn, guttering with cold blue flashes of birds, with

Ice-green bursts of bale-fire from Fallen Angels' eyes.

Tty soul swims through slashing sibilance of rain while my father
laughs lightening and crashing thunder from his leaden clouds.

You walk with me on the face of a star and we weld cold Yesterday's stone 
to the mists of To-morrow and devour the petals of 
Today's flaming flower.
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Mew Song V to J.

All misty, crisp with morning and frost, your shadow dances in 
my fantasy, tossed in my thoughts like a wisp of

Colour on the wind.
The Midnight cacaphony crashes in shards of shattered shadeless 

glass, slashing deep, down into nightmare moats
Of lonely-empty Two A.M.

Although all this has been and, early now, still is, yet your
Tuesday banner, the standard of my waiting, shimmers

Less dimly, gleaming out of dream toward the new Real.
I clutch the now more solid thought of you more tightly and in the 

new glow of knowing, turn it burning gently, as
A child, ignorant with the freshness of innocence, inspects 
A newfound stone, bright-flecked with captured starfire.

New Song VI to J. - Aware

When you are gone, when we -walk apart, alone among the cold grey walls 
around us,

Still I know the bright, soft presence that is You - the fragrance of 
warm, washed woman,

The tiny "rtorimmm" and my firelight reflected, in gold upon your smile,
The silver secret silences quickly ripping liquid into laughter.

Alone in any dungeon I may haunt, I still cherish the absent glow which 
lights the gloom; glow of

Remembering the heavenly hunger perpetually yet never fulfilled of holding 
you,

Of remembering featherlight caresses of hands almost ethereal, the torture 
that soothes;

Then also I remember eyes and lips in level modulation, serene progression 
laving my parched and weary spirit

Like cool spring water with the smell of brown leaves bathing the bruises 
of my soul.

TUULO TI VASTI RYLLIIKI MEANA RAKKASII.

Jon Lokowich
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LOVE MINUS GRANDPA

Mama taught me to add and subtract the summer I was five; that 
was five years ago. I remember that very well because it was the 
summer Grandpa died. I remember I stayed home with Aunt Rita 
while she put sheets through the old wringer and I cried because I 
couldn't go to Saint John's Cemetery to learn my numbers.

It's really very odd how I learned where Grandpa was after he 
died. It's odd, too, that Mama picked that summer to teach me how 
to add and subtract. But I guess not, because Mama was very sure 
that her child should be smart when she started school. And I 
would be six and in the first grade the next year so I guess 
that's why I learned to add and subtract that summer.

Mama picked Saint John's Cemetery to teach me my numbers.
That's the one below Belmont Street with the white ducks in the
pond and the funny smelling bushes---- like the veternarian's
office where we took our dog once.

Mama wasn't one to use the new method of teaching..."two 
little birds sitting on the ground and one flies away so that 
makes only one little bird left." Mama assumed her child knew 
that 1 meant one of anything and 2 meant two of anything so we 
started from there. And I knew 1 with a 1 under it made 2, 
and 2 meant two of anything.

Mama liked to walk outdoors, so we walked where there were 
numbers to practice with. That's why we went to Saint John's 
Cemetery. Saint John's had lots of numbers, like 1887-19^3, and 
1883-1892. And they were all empty numbers. I mean I could put 
my own answers to them. Like 1883-1892 was because 2 and 3 are 
5, except when you subtract and then it would be 1. At first it 
was hard to understand, but Mama said that's how it was.

Mama always seemed big and far away from me, but of course I 
was little then.

Aunt Rita told me that was because she was an adult. But 
Aunt Rita was an adult, too, and she never looked like that. Aunt 
Rita told me that Mama had very good posture. I think I would have 
liked it better if Mama wouldn't have had it, and if she had bent
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down like Aunt Rita when she talked to me instead of just standing 
straight up and looking down.

Mama wasn't at all like Aunt Rita. Always her hair was up 
and pulled back with a comb on top. Aunt Rita's fell on her neck 
like it didn't care if there was a comb or not. I liked it that 
way.

And Mama's lips were straight, always. It's funny, they were 
even straight when she kissed me good night after I said prayers.
I think they would have stayed straight even when she talked, if 
she wanted them to. Aunt Rita's were always curving up or pucker
ing up or getting ready to. I liked that. And I liked the way her 
eyes looked at everything when she looked instead of just straight 
ahead like Mama's.

But that was Mama—-straight lips, hair on top. That's how 
she always was, and that's just how she looked the last time we 
went to Saint John's to learn my numbers.

-:hhbb:-!Hhsh:-

Like always, we walked and she held my hand and I could feel 
her gold ring slipping round and round her finger. We walked 
through the gate, the one that looks like a row of black asparagus 
sticking up from the ground. The first stone said 188U-19!?1. I 
told Mama five because I| and 1 are $ and then we went to the angel 
one with 1891-1891 and I said two. The angel said something else 
too, just like all the others did, but I hadn't learned letters yet, 
only numbers. Mama thought numbers were more important.

Then we turned to walk up the blue shell path toward the lamb 
rock, but this time Mama started to pull me the other way.

But oh, before she did I saw the flowers, beautiful flowers all 
on the ground way past the lamb. And I ran. I know I shouldn't have, 
but I ran to them. I picked one up, a red one like my sweater, and 
I turned to go back to Mama.

But Mama was right behind me, not on the walk where I ran from 
her, but right behind me. She was kneeling in the grass with her 
head down. Her hair had fallen down all over her shoulders from 
running and she was crying and making funny choking noises. I was
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scared and I thought Mama was too, but I didn't know why.
She looked so different then. She pulled me close and told 

me, "That's where Grandpa is."
Then we left. I think it was hard for Mama to walk. Her 

hand felt like my old Raggedy Ann doll's and she still made those 
funny noises and wouldn't look up.

Mama didn't look back at all. But I did, just once, to see 
the red flowers on Grandpa.

Mama didn't say anything at all until we walked out the black 
gate. Then she talked to me about little things. She never talked 
to me like that before.

She asked me if I remembered the picnic we all went on that
summer---- Grandpa, Grandma, Mama, Aunt Rita and me------Daddy wasn't
there. He never was. He was away in the Navy.

I told Mama I remembered it because it was my birthday and 
Grandpa promised me a park picnic and a trolley ride. But I 
remembered it mostly because it was the only time I saw Grandpa 
get mad at Grandma.

The picnic was fun because I got to stay with Grandpa most of 
the time. We walked on the path that has a rock bridge where birds 
make their nests.

Grandpa told me I could take my shoes off if I didn't tell 
Grandma. I promised I wouldn't.

At the end of the path was a statue of a big man. It said:

Junipero Serra 
1713-1781;

Franciscan Priest 
Pioneer Legislator

Founder of San Francisco Mission 
October 8, 1776

I told Grandpa I could read it. He laughed when I told him 
seven and then he asked me to read the letters. I said I didn't
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know letters yet so he read the rest of it and then he told me a 
story about how the man helped the Indians and made a mission 
where we lived.

I told him there were stories with mumbers at Saint John's 
Cemetery too. He said he would teach me the letters so I could 
read them. I think he liked words better than numbers because he 
read them first.

We went back and Grandpa let me walk through the water in
stead of over the bridge. It was muddy on the bottom and I could 
squeeze it through my toes.

Grandpa sat down with me on the bank and we made a rock har
bor for our leaf boats, I played that I was the tug and Grandpa 
was the big boat and I pulled him into the harbor.

But I guess we shouldn't have stopped to play because Grandma, 
Mama and Aunt Rita walked up and found us.

Grandma was mad. She pulled me up and sat me on the park 
bench and told me to stay there. She told Grandpa that I just had 
a cold last week and that he was foolish to let me do that.

But Grandpa got madder than Grandma and said, "Damn it, 
Elizabeth, would you leave that child alone." But he wasn't ask
ing Grandma; he was telling her.

Then he looked at Mama and said "Margaret (that was Mama), 
please, would you take care of your daughter." He didn't say it 
so mad but I knew he still was.

Mama said to me, "Do as Grandma says."
And then it all happened. Grandpa shouted loud.
"Grandma? Grandma? Margaret, do you ever think for your

self? Have you ever thought of yourself as a mother and not as a 
daughter? Damn it! Your mother told you to go to college. You 
went. She told you to study math. You did. Would you think for 
yourself for once?

'Your daughter needs a mother.
"Look at your sister! She's happy. Leaves can be boats for 

her. But you-—all you know is that once every twelve months they 
fall off trees.

"Margaret, for God's sake, would you listen to me for once. 
Listen to your sister. I don't care who you listen to. But give
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that child a mother."
Then everything was quiet. But it was even madder when no 

one talked. Grandpa and Grandma were looking at Mama. And Mama 
was looking at Aunt Rita.

I just sat there sticking ny fingers in and out of the green 
bench boards. I think they forgot I was there.

I was glad when Aunt Rita said she thought it was time for us 
to go.

Grandma turned and left without us. Then Aunt Rita came over 
and took ray hand and we left.

Grandpa and Mama were still standing by the bridge when I look
ed back.

That was the picnic. I never got my trolley ride and I left 
my shoes too.

I told Mama I remembered the picnic and how I liked going 
places with Grandpa. I asked if we could go to the park again and 
if she would teach me the letters so I could read the statue in the 
park and the stories at Saint John's Cemetery.

But she didn't hear me. She was looking straight ahead again. 
I did too. But I didn't see anything except Aunt Rita hanging up 
the sheets.

-:bbbbb:-:bbbb{-

So that's why I remember the summer Mama taught me how to add 
and subtract. It was the summer Grandpa died.

Jackie Lokowich

First Place
COLORS: Short Story Contest
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BESIDE THE FIRE'S DIALOGUE

Beside the fire's dialogue,
Hushed and humid
We sip the foreign atmosphere 
Of naked minds;
Savoring them as Glockenspiel 
From chilled crystals.

The faint thrum thrum
Of your heart escapes muffling 
From the crackling tango in the stove 
Near, it whispers
Drummings in my ear -
Polynesian footbeats, leaping 
Bare beneath a torch 
Teasing sleek brown bodies;
Noses tingling twitched,
From orchids around our necks.

Vienna too it whispers,
With shallow thuds
Of wrapped in burlap oars;
Kangaroos kalumping past
Euclyptus trees, sending giant 
Spraying shakes of dust like pepper 
On two hot eggs.

Were there no islands,
No Italy, no kangaroos for us
Except on maps
And in the Portland zoo,
Tour heart would sound 
And strum the same
Here, laying close to fire's breath.
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Wrapped up in you
From winter years frosty cold,
Your love patters up my spine 
Into my mind, down
Across my shoulders,
Between my breasts, and down - 
Your roosted heart my stocking cap 
And mine your thermal underwear 
Against grey age.

Hushed before this fire,
Our disrobed hearts and naked minds,
Fresh dug from beneath
Piles of time
Lay aching to be known.
Trips away eventually return 
Leaving only pressed 
Ferns between waxed paper 
And memories of faces.

You are best,
Being forever,
And we've us to explore.

Pattie Linehan

First Place
COLORS; Poetry Contest
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OF MOTHERHOOD

What marv'lous power, mother of planets, 
matter of mother — like sun — 
drawing her brood trund'llng around 'er,

to ohase the notes she 's sung; 
so each returns to 'er sllv'ry tongue.

So glowing 'er warmth, giver of glimmers 
gloss-gifts of giver — like sun — 
reflecting to globes smiling about 'er,

then back to sheen like doves, 
creating circles, concentric loves.

How bless 'd 'er breath, breast-bloom of blazes, 
birth-beam of beacon — like sun — 
brimming In ships sailing a by 'er,

with grace endowed by guide, 
to see the shoals a hiding by tide.

And endless endure, triumph of treasure, 
treasure of triumph — like sun — 
spawning her roe, wriggling within 'er

to choose their course In space,
knowing their light reflects from 'er face.

Charles Atkins
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PAR0US1A

"Aunque et de noche."

Heaat bddnd, heavy eaas, haad eyet 
Look, now, ddfit u.p, ddfie: wdnd cadet 
Heavdng thaoagh hoddow, haadot eddy.
How thadd wdcized 4eed 4pAout 
Oa dejw descend on desodate vdneyaa.d?
At the ga.eat gate stand guaad 
To defiend the deseat daought:
Seaa the fidaebaand, fioage the fiuay 
Beneath the. steed-smoke skdes;
Wadt fioa wdsdom makdng wdse.

The. mysteay: He may stda Hds mdght 
In shadows, soaaows, death sdght,
In waste woadd wanndng odd
ttdth afifiddctdon. The gates wd.de apaat:
In vdneyaad aedeemdng aoot wddd adse 
And bad wddd boast dn boandng skdes. 
Haddowdng, aedease the hooded heaat;
Peace paepaae dn shatteaed time fioaetodd. 
We dook, we dong, afiaadd ofi ddght 
Knowdng, neaaea, ddvdndng ndght.

Robeat B. Heywood 
J 945
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X

There is a curious sensation you can get walking by the 
ocean. I know of only three places where it is experienced; 
there, at the seaside; in dreams; and in stories such as this.
It is a dream feeling, floating, wrapped in ethereal clouds.
There is the salt-and-brine smell, sharp in your nostrils, the 
salt spray blowing like a soft rain in your face, the cool 
breese lifting your hair, and the unreality of the soft grey 
world around you. Everything is grey; the sand, the sea, the 
fog, the cloud-filled sky. The greyness softens the edge on 
your senses and soothes your mind. It is the closest one can 
get to eternity in this real world.

I must have made a classic lonely figure on the deserted 
beach that day - in my dark jeans and pea jacket, with collar 
pulled up to guard my chin, and a scarf tied over my head to 
hold my billowing hair and warm ny ears. But I was not lonely. 
Extremes of emotion rose or aroused in me a desire to be alone 
with myself and God. I was tired, and I wanted no company. Men 
would speak, communicate, and break the silent beauty of God’s 
nature. I had never seen the sea before, and I found it the most 
beautiful, majestic thing I'd seen in my life. My soul was caught 
up, enthralled, and I wanted to soar with the gulls to the hori
zon and beyond until I was surrounded with nothing but the majes
ty of the sea, all around me, stretching to the encircling hori
zons .

I walked for several hours, it seemed, digging my toes in 
wet sand and watching the tide wash them clean - throwing stones 
out into the sea, as far as my arm could throw them, and watch
ing them fall, - listening to the gulls and teasing them with 
pebbles when they came close. The cry of the gulls was new to 
me, I loved its sound. I loved all of it, it was all new to 
me, a first experience, and I felt I could go on doing it for
ever.

I was not alone here, I could never be alone. There was 
someone walking beside me. I do not know when he came, or from
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where. There was no sharp line drawn in time when he was not 
there one moment and there the next, he just began walking by 
my side. I thought he’d been there all the time. I couldn't 
remember when he wasn't, yet there had been a time when I was 
by myself. He was there, and I knew him, but not who he was.
It was the fog that made it seem that way, it clouded my mind - 
he was a friend of mine I'd known all my life, approaching me 
from a distance - yet I hadn't seen him coming. He was there, 
and that was all. His name, his identity had slipped my mind.
I had not seen him for some time.

We sat and he began speaking. He was soft-voiced, a quiet 
man who blended with the greyness of this world. He talked 
about the gulls, (or was it to them?) the sea, the wind. It 
began raining.

He looked at me. His eyes were a soft blue, his hair was 
red, the only un-quiet thing about him. "Things like this are 
beautiful. I don't mean glaring, glittery beautiful. They're 
soft and gentle. Is that beautiful to you?" "This is the most 
beautiful place I've ever been." I meant it, and the rain made 
it more beautiful, soft, yet wild.

"People don't want softness anymore." His eyes were sad, 
and his voice low, "Their senses have been dulled and they have 
to be shaken and beaten to life before they take notice. Noth
ing can touch gently anymore, it wouldn't be felt."

The realization came to me, and I accepted it. I touched 
my husband's hand gently.

He smiled at me. "You and I are different, you understand 
that, now. You always have in a way. There are others like us.
- Do you know who you are?"

"Your wife." It was a simple fact, and I knew it to be the 
truth. I also knew I had never met this man before, though in 
our own way we'd known each other all our lives.

"But there's more than that. There's more to yourself than 
you have ever guessed. You're one of my people."

"Your people?"
"One of our people. We have no namej we want none. You and 

I are of that race, and our sons will be."
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"We'll have sons?"
He nodded. "Soon."
I accepted it -without doubt.
I took his hand and we walked along the beach, over dunes 

and up a grassy hill. We sat at the top taking another last 
look at the eternally pulsating power of the sea foaming beneath 
us. To our right I could see a distant road and a battered old 
station wagon parked there. I knew that it was mine. I had to 
leave, go to my world, and I knew that he must stay here in his.

I lay back on the grass and looked up at the sky, where 
bright evening stars were just beginning to twinkle. "When can 
I stay with you ? When can I stop having to go away?" It seem
ed to me as though I'd been here many, many times before to meet 
and part with this man.

It took him a moment to answer, "What happens at the end of 
life?"

"People die."
"My people - we don't. That's when you'll come to us - at 

the end, when everything else is done."
I lay considering the stars for a moment. The rain was 

still falling softly in my face. "Why am I one of your people?"
I spoke of them as though I knew every one of them, and I felt 
that I did.

"Long ago, your ancestors lived by the sea and discovered 
our secret of life." He waved his arm toward the sea, "It's out 
there, and it's right here, living all around us - this is our 
world."

"But they were my mother's ancestors, too - and the rest of 
my family."

"Our people are very rare. Not everyone inherits our blood. 
We know who must live with us and who cannot. You were chosen at 
birth. When you come to us, you will understand. You will under
stand all the questions that are filling your mind without having 
to ask."

"I want to come."
He shook his head. "Later. You will have to wait. There 

are things you must do. Even our people have a test to pass in
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their lives."
I nodded and said nothing more.
He kissed me gently as I lay there in

made love there on the hilltop next to the 
and then I went away - to here, to now. I

the sweet grass. We 
sea, under the stars, 
am waiting.

Judy Smith

Carpet

Don’t move. me - 
I ZZfee Zaz/Zng Zn the 
Caapet he.e£tviQ 
Knob* and cavean* 
Penetaate and *action 
My *hin into 
Caapet de*ign oh 
Woan and waay piace*. 
Each hnob a 
Hatay Matteahoan 
Foa *piden* and me,
With *ecaet* in the 
Shadow* between weave*. 
That patch 
And tichte tingle up 
Hata* along my aam.

Pattie Linehan



DIALOGUE

Frost said
if you have to look in a footnote 
it's already too late.
Or I said that, 
quoting him, 
and then you said 
or implied
that aooumulation of information 
is a deadly thing, 
possibly referring to scholars, 
but really
you were quoting Buber
who was referring to lovers.

Or maybe
you said your part first 
and then
I came in with Frost,
a defensive maneuver,
really ,
and unjustifiable,
as you said.
I said he had a point,
possibly referring to lovers.
It was a pity
I Was quoting Frost,
who Was referring to scholars.

Thomas R. Madden
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Crystal Ticket

An alarm bell was gagged the moment before it was to scream. 
For nearly ten hour's the spindly arm had been stalking its slower, 
stout companion; jeering at the shiftless one with "ticks" and 
"tocks," prodding him toward the rendevous with the bell at eight 
o'clock. But just as everyone was taking positions for the screech 
attack, the bell was shot with a mechanical "click." The opera
tion had again been stiffled.

Chad hadn't slept for many nights and now, putting aside his 
muttering alarm clock, he rubbed his cheeks. "It's time to get 
up," he managed to think, but indeed he was already up— he had 
been sitting cross-legged on top of his bed, resting chin in palms 
with elbows braced on knees, contemplating. This had become a 
habit with him lately, in fact almost a ritual. Chad let his slim 
frame relax and he fell backward resting his head at the foot of 
the bed. After stretching in feline fashion, he let out with a 
prodigious yawn. He laughed at exploding colors performing on the 
ceiling and walls of his psychedelic-painted room. Shutting his 
eyes he stretched once more and another brilliant array of stars, 
colors, and words danced across the shuttered windows of his eyes 
and the expanded stage of his mind.

"Still heavy," he thought. "Shouldn't go to class like this 
—still too heavy."

Yet somehow he had already resigned himself to the fact that 
he must attend class and so he swung his feet over the side of the 
bed onto the floor. Chad sat there for a moment waiting for his 
distorted eyes to make sense out of his nonsensible environment.

"Still too heavy; real good hit," he laughed.
As he stood up his arms and legs felt weighted. His head 

felt like a wooden box stuffed with a little too much cotton. The 
door downstairs slammed, his brother had left for school; the house 
was empty now. The noise had brought him back to his nonsenses; 
he stripped off his underwear and walked naked into the bathroom. 
Stepping into the cold, white tub he drew a flowered curtain around 
its perimeter.



"Me first," said a little four-pronged knob.
"No, me," said the other.
"Don't argue," said Chad as he turned them both at once, the 

former a little more.
A fountain overhead began to sing, wrapping his startled 

body in a descending mist of rhapsody. Colors began striking his 
body creating shimmering explosions upon impact, causing him to 
burst into laughter. Reaching into a hole inside this prismatic 
pit, his hands found a blue cuboid. He began sliding the small 
cube about his body and found that it produced a foamy blanket 
which blazed with the tingling mist, making Chad cry out again 
in bliss. Dancing and singing in the delightful shaft for what 
seemed to be hours, he ceased upon noticing that the liquid foam 
was swirling down a frothy whirlpool at the well's bottom.

"Class, gotta go to class."
Grabbing a towel he began wiping his trim physique, induc

ing a sensation in which he imagined thousands of ants wisping 
over him. Then, looking into the cabinet mirror, he saw his 
stark frame standing in the middle of a crowded room—people 
staring, laughing.

"No, gotta think straight$ gotta contain it."
Walking for miles along a glowing tunnel, Chad reached 

the end; his dazzling den, his room. Turning a golden handle, 
a large door swung open. After what seemed to be an intermin
able length of time, he managed to tug a fresh change of clothes 
away from the clambering hangers. Dressing into a stiff spider 
outfit, Chad fought his way through cobwebs to the orifice and 
emerged into glum grey daylight. With sticky feet he made his 
way into a tan metal monster and sealed himself inside.

"Shouldn't drive like this. Got to."
The process of habit performed remarkably—keys, books, pen 

—everything was present. The coffin growled and began moving.
Sitting, watching himself from somewhere above, Chad direct

ed the wheeling casket behind another similar to his. He could 
see that below four funeral lines converged; each party stopped, 
bowed to the three others and proceeded across the crossing.



Chad felt uncomfortable. "Something behind me." Glancing 
back he saw nothing. Yet every time he faced ahead there was a 
glow coming from behind that irritated him and touched him with 
terror. A red Angel in a suspended cage halted the procession. 
"White! White all around. The man! The man is there watching me!
Got to get out. Got to run! No, stay calm; act straight." The 
kettle he found himself in began to boil as the huge-eyed squid 
in the white cup spied him. His tentacles twitched loomingly, 
but before the graspers could ensnare him, a green elf signaled 
the procession onward. On and on his ship sailed along the murky, 
gray channels behind the fleet.

"Could the sky have been drab for so long? The sky must be 
burning, the sun must have gotten too hot and has scorched the 
celestial blue into an ashy, cinerous mist." Chad found himself 
laughing at the absurdity of his thoughts.

"But we're moving so slow, so goddam slow. How long has it 
been...," he laughed again because he couldn't remember what it 
was that he had been wondering about. Thoughts scurried across 
his mind like leaves caught up in a whirlwind—each following, 
each chasing the others into oblivion. Everything seemed so 
inane, everything so futilely entangled in paradoxes and in
consistencies. But he loved this fatuity—no, maybe not loved, 
perhaps not even enjoyed it.

"Perhaps this is just the way things are—so contrarily true 
and untrue, finding order in chaos. Sure, that's it, second law 
of thermodynamics applies to philosophy; everyone's ideas of truth 
coll-i di ng like so many atoms within a disordered, dynamic system. 
You've just got to be spaced to see it." For a moment Chad was 
pleased by the seeming profoundness of his thought—but just as his 
other ideas, everything disassembled, collided and rearranged be
fore they could be grasped to be built upon. Shaking his head he 
sighed; "How can we expect anything to be true for long, since 
everything changes so fast—but how damn slow we seem to be moving."

With this paradox, Chad dismissed his philosophy and steered 
his craft down a familiar glue canal where it trudged on ever so 
laggardly coming finally to rest, stuck to its proper dock. Leav
ing his vessel by a porthole, he waded along a tacky path. The



wind was blowing; each of his hairs felt stiff and sore. Chad 
watched his numb body hobbling along and followed it. At the 
end of the path he approached a door. Shivering, Chad hesitated 
a moment and then opened it.

Chad stepped inside and peered down the glowing cave. Its 
green walls were lined with people whose faces reflected the 
light streaming from the ceiling and falling to the bleached 
floor. F'aees were smiling synthetic smiles, which Chad attribu
ted to the artificial light, remembering that it was somber-gray 
outside.

"What were they happy about, silly cows. They’re looking at 
me. They're laughing at me! They must know! No, no one can 
tell. I can contain it. Just settle down, act straight. Stop 
staring, damn you all, stop glaring at me!" He nervously brushed 
at his shoulders until he realized that his panic could not be 
rubbed off.

Walking for many miles, Chad branched off from the cave into 
a glinting den. Upon entering, he was greeted by robot people who 
shouted, "Bon jour" and stared at him until he took his place.
He opened a blue book and tried to study, but the whole scene 
seemed unreal and absurd and he couldn't. After what seemed to 
be many hours, a huge black spider entered and began barking in
structions. The puppet people became silent and spoke mechani
cally in turn as the spider-man eyed them. Chad watched himself 
and the hollow ones from somewhere aloft and was curiously amused 
by the performance, until he became aware of a distressing silence 
The scorpion was glaring at him waiting for him to recite. Look
ing at his book, he saw hundreds of designs and changing shapes. 
Chad blurted something out quite uncontrollably and the puppet- 
people jeered with iron voices. A sharp pang grabbed his guts and 
twisted them violently.

"Run! Get out!" his mind screamed, but his body remained as 
if totally uneffected. It, too, was a puppet controlled by that 
insidious black demon.

"No, this is too much, damn it, let's leave!" he screamed 
silently to his disobedient corpse, but it was futile, that black 
thing had it trapped in its web.
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"Hell with you, I'll leave you here." he blared down to his 
seated carnate form. But try as he would, he was unable to leave 
it.

"Let me go, damn you! Quit holding me back." His physique 
sat leadenlike and unresponsive.

The spider stared at him and spoke something that Chad didn't 
understand. Finally after another hideous silence, he turned his 
black back towards him and began writing on the wall for a very 
long time. This tended to somewhat soothe Chad's efforts to escape.

A steel bell shrieked; the puppet-people and his somatic self 
filed out of the den into the cave. Chad followed his physical 
entity resentfully down the gleaming green corridor and through 
the open porthole, returning to the humid coldness of the grey 
mist. Trekking through the dingy clime he arrived at his ominous 
transport vehicle and reluctantly entered.

"What's holding me back?" he wondered as the machine moved 
along its charcoaled groove.

"limits, Boundaries, Chains, but where?..." He thought a 
moment, "Of course, that's it, he is holding me back"—looking down 
at himself—"I must escape him to become boundless." He glanced 
downward and regarded the body that he once considered himself. It 
smiled.

"He knows, he knows I must be set free!"
Chad's right foot became heavy; he gripped sternly the oval

shaped wheel that he was holding. The scenery was moving faster, 
becoming an unfocusable mass of changing tints and tones.

"I'm leaving the rut, I'm flying, I'm free!"
Crimsons, blues, violets, golds, flashing in a dynamic array 

—shapes, non-shapes—faces spinning, objects swirling, stars 
spiraling, fading—flowers withering—music; clamourous, now soft, 
screeching, screaming.........

Below Chad watched as his body was spewn from a crumpled tan 
car—floating, falling.........

"Free, free....No!....I'm dead." Shadows—blackness—void....
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It was snowing as the clamouring people crowded about a 
twisted bocty-. Hollow people pointed at this and then at that, 
so that everyone would be thoroughly informed of the spectacle. 
But nobody noticed a quivering tear, that traced a path down 
a pale cheek, and dropped into a pool of crimson.

Charles Atkins

Honorable Mention 
COLORS: Short Story Contest
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TOO MUCH RIME WITH A SINGLE REASON

("The good news of damnation 
is the news of the atomic bomb."

—Robert M. Hutchins)

(Prophets s)
Listen, listen every nation 
To the good news of damnation 
Let your sovereignty's privation 
Save us from the A-damnation.

(The different groups in the chorus 
speak (all at the same time) their 
rime.)

(Scientists:)
Science and investigation 
Bring us now to new damnation 
While we wait a revelation 
Fettered in procrastination. 

(Sages)
Many talk of sure salvation 
In some legal restoration,
Plotting world-wide legislation; 
Science is in consternation.

(Educators)
Hail our new-found education; 
(Thought and studied integration, 
Books for popularization):
Ours the role of explanation.
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(Merchants)
Give us not your grand illusion 
Of a world without confusion:
Speak to us of restitution,
Laws of gradual evolution.

(Travelers)
As for world-wide constitution 
Rather have a revolution 
If you seek a real solution 
From the treacherous delusion.

(Divines)
What you need is absolution 
In some proper institution:
This, our simple, firm conclusion 
Saves you all from dissolution.

(Journalists)
Only by dissemination 
Of the fullest information 
Can we foster restoration,
Staving off retaliation.

(Readers)
Spare us, then, your adulation 
(Ads of lush infatuation 
Aiming at our saturation):
The world awaits its expiration.

(Children)
If the bomb weighs less than a ton 
Who will ruin our simple fun?
(It's mere improvement on the gun.) 
Let it drop and watch us run.
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(Legislators)
We profess our indignation! 
Let us launch investigation 
To establish regulation 
In re: to atomization.

(Officers)
We will not grant our abdication 
Without more deliberation.
Ours is special penetration:
Let us advise great moderation. 

(Voters)
In spite of localized inflation, 
Riot, rent, and Red filtration, 
Admiral Byrd with exploration 
Spreads our global expectation.

(a pause)

(Prophets)
Everywhere is great vexation; 
There's no proper valuation-- 
And, alas, there's no vacation 
From the good news of damnation.

(Unison chorus)
LISTEN, LISTEN CIVILIZATION 
THE GOOD NEWS IS DAMNATION.
AWAY WITH ALL PROCRASTINATION:
SAVE US FROM THE A-DAMNATION.

Robert B. Heywood
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PRENATAL MONOLOGUE

Reluctant
I am at times
Curled warm here
Inside your wet
Interior,
To face the world.
I float and bob 
Amid the gurglings 
Of your Coka Cola 
Popping
Like impatient firecrackers 
Behind the alleys 
On the 3rd of July.
Your voice, if you 
Croon lullabyes 
To my vacant 
Sleepers still in 
Cellophane, quietly 
Sifts down to me 
And wavers 
Through the lagoon 
Where I am moored,
Caressing me
With velvet purrings;
Which make me 
Wonder of the 
Arms of you 
And how warm 
Breasts must be.

Pattie Linehan
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"The Death of the Ball Turret Gunner" by Randall Jarrell

From my mother's sleep I fell into the State,
And I hunched in its belly till my wet fur froze.
Six miles from earth, loosed from its dream of life,
I woke to black flak and the nightmare fighters.
When I died they 'washed me out of the turret with a hose.

Death patiently searches out man wherever he may be, and un
like any other hunter it is always eventually successful in captur
ing its prey. Randall Jarrell's "The Death of the Ball Turret Gun
ner" is a precise example of death's power, as it is prematurely 
victorious over a young man's life who is in the service of the 
state "six miles from earth." Here amid the horrors of a deadly 
struggle going on in the sky somewhere over Europe is an unnatural 
place to find final rest. The young gunner views first the fore
runner of death, fear, in the form of "nightmare fighters" and 
"black flak." However, in this specific case and in the unfamiliar 
place, the young man is actually, in dying, the real victor. He is 
finally out of the control of his static situation, he becomes, for 
the first time, free.

The bitter protest of this poem is essentially well done, yet 
it would be a mistake not to perceive the complex character under
lying this obvious outcry against war. The first reading quietly 
shocks the reader with its well used subtlety and its noted short
ness. Immediately the idea of the insignificance of this death in 
war stands out. In effect, the poet points to all men lost in war 
that they too will receive the same flat and unnoted end. Moving 
further, he possibly presents an unusual symbolic sequence. This 
sequence is a series of two births. The main object of this criticism 
is to explain the final rebirth, death.

The poet's symbolism is superb, and the tragedy of the young gun
ner, the "dead" speaker of this poem, is very powerfully backed by the 
well constructed, internal rhyme scheme, and its clever alliteration. 
To follow this idea of rebirth, the young man begins in his "mother's 
sleep," or imaginatively in his mother's womb for our purposes. This
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womb consists of his first general environment. Drawn into view 
is the small town, everyday life, everyday acting, the typical life 
of the young American of this period. Here is the height of protect
ion. He exists in a world where everyday problems are solved. He sees 
no further ahead than his present living day, and is content to pur
sue stamped out dreams. Suddenly, he is ripped from this protective 
womb. However, he never actually enters a truly living situation but 
falls into a second womb which society has prepared for him, the State. 
Again here he is protected. The State, although somewhat more harsh 
than his previous environment, offers protection, direction and some 
comfort of belonging in a general prevailing purpose, war. He is, how
ever, frightened, "And I hunched in the belly till my wet fur froze." 
Here also the complexity of the character brought out, as he is actual
ly a murderer, a decimator of cities; yet on the other hand he is an 
innocent obedient child and the cities are only geography lessons taught 
in some far away classroom. The poet, if one chooses to follow this 
train of thought, shows again that he has no real, living, thinking 
mind of his own, he is not yet born. Again, referring to line three 
"Six miles from earth, loosed from its dream of life," here we see him 
talking about "earth's dream of life," and of his actual frightening 
glimpses of real life in facing death, as he is "loosed" little by lit
tle from this dream.

The final birth imagery is extremely interesting. First, he 
awakes from his "mother's sleep," to "nightmare fighters." He is 
making the initial, terrifying steps on his own. This is followed 
by the birth symbolism of being washed or squeezed out of the turret 
with a hose. He dies, yet now he is reborn. He is free from his 
static existence for the first time.

Considering this complex character situation, it can be tied in 
with poem's essential criticism of war. Jarrell, with a unique ap
proach, illustrates this from first hand experience. He presents the 
possibility that war is much more than the corrupt aims of society and 
senseless, national pride and greed. He proposes that war is a dis
ease of the individual, its symptoms are blindness to the world, being 
unborn to life, and existing without caring. The direct problem is 
that individuals of this character make up a large proportion of socie
ty. This type of individual lives in every state, and leads a life of
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greater tragedy than even the innocent victims of his blindness.
When men cannot think for themselves the seeds of not only war, but 
all tyranny are sown. When each individual seeks that security of 
freedom from decision, the "womb," in return he forfeits his iden
tity of thought and will, then the purpose of man is defeated. He 
unknowingly accepts his own destruction and is freed from the con
sequence of his inaction, only by death, as is the case of the young 
ball turret gunner.

The "Ball Turret Gunner" is a victim who is defeated before he 
begins being raised in a society of other "Ball Turret Gunners."
They offer to him the warmness of the "womb" in return for his iden
tity, and he knows only to accept it. In war he is painfully reborn, 
after a previous birth, finally into the light of death, the free
dom he is finally given.

Cordell Brown

I WAS CURIOUS

I was curious
when I heard the soft prints of leather
in the leaves behind me
knowing that the sight of something so
huge and horrible
could not be
bore by nyself
alone
so I turned
and saw
the old familiar song
that was dancing
thru the leaves
of me

Shag
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An A6txiZon of an Illusion

Speak, life, of youn long kept, mysteny-swept secnels
of unsolved exZ6tence--.6^eZZed by philosophy’s nesolved 
nesistence:

Speak befone Science exclaims the evolved insistence 
of youn sheltered essence by involved 
pensistence—

imploning tig kt-/tinged, half-closed 
doons to bneach;
exploning dnaft-shocked fibens of 
youn tnembling heant in neach

of thein anxious hands,
dissecting soul's fnagments in labonatony
lands.

Alneady men eold in white disguise
squeeze youn spinit with beckoning eyes:

"See, look hene, polypeptides fonming 
within caldnons of amino acids swanming;
Oven hene, please, a little mone light,
Ves, definitely--pnoteins in sight.
Now mixing these with oun techniques so keen,
Mil Splendid! We have just made a gene.
What make we hene with jelly-like spasm?
Why, egads, I believe it's cytoplasm.
By adding mone cytosine in this little dish, 
by tomonnow, the fifth, we should have a fish.
Then by the sixth, wonking hand as we can,
I fonsee no neason we con’t make a man.
Aften wonking so hand six days in this test,
Sunday, the seventh, we'll save fon some nest."

Tt is only confusion of my illusion 
that makes me think that I think?

On is it only sonnow feaning that tomonnow 
I'll find myself mene life-link

within systems of atoms in univense lace, 
and spinit void and vacant space

Chanles Atkins - Hononable Mention Colons Poetny Contest
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DEAD BIRDS

Uncle Jimmy died last Tuesday, right when we must have been 
winding among the ponderosa by the ocean on the Pacific Coast 
Highway., Somehow, knowing he died just when we were laughing 
among the seagulls and standing in the waves to let our feet 
get sucked squishy into the sand, should have ruined it all. 
Knowing he clutched his heart in the cemetery and simply died 
right at the burial of a friend, should have affected us, but 
we were having so damned much fun. Chasing the little sand 
crabs out and in among the kelp strands, we hadn't even known 
that Uncle Jimmy existed. But he had unintentionally ruined 
what little was left of our vacation - fading out right at the 
end like that, so we felt obligated to rush home to his funeral 
when I'd much rather have conversed with the little crabs than 
with my bereaved relatives. I have to admit I feel a little 
guilty caring so little about Uncle Jimmy's dying. I came all 
the way to Ennis with my parents, and then decided not to go to 
the funeral after all because coffins and crepe have a tendency 
to bother me so. At least that was the excuse I gave Mother.
Now I'm wondering if the only reason I didn't go was because I 
wanted another piece of mincemeat pie, and that way, with every
one gone mourning but me and the little kids, not one soul would 
shame me for slipping another hunk. God, but Aunt Ida could put 
out a mincemeat pie - no box mix, but real chunks of port and 
fruit on absolutely the flakiest crust that utterly disintegrat
ed on your tongue if you kept it together on the fork. I had to 
admit, though, that even her mincemeat was rivaled by Aunt Lou's 
ham - positively succulant. Ify aunts put out a feast Caesar 
himself would have gawked over for every wedding and funeral.
The only thing missing was the wedding cake, but we had apple 
spice sheet cake, and that had to suffice.

"Pattie, can I have a piece, too?" My kid sister, Peggy, 
broke off her piano solo to join me at the mincemeat dish.
"Yeh, and I want some potato chips 'cause I didn't get any at 
dinner..." "Hey, where are they anyway?" Paul, third cousin
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on my father's side, rummaged around my Aunt Roberta's tiny 
kitchen, messing her organization of foods by category and 
quality.

"The Nalleys are beside the jello salad on the card table, 
Paul." Being crispest, Nalleys would be first in line, with 
Clover Leaf chips right underneath them.

Aunt Roberta's kitchen reflects the atmosphere of her whole 
house — neat and very sterile. I've never been there when a 
piece of lint infected the rug, and even when old Sport was alive, 
two years earlier, I can't ever remember seeing dog hairs on the 
furniture. Last June, carpenters put in an enormous front pic
ture window in the living room, facing the setting sun. Now 
there was light from a natural source. The lightbulbs had never 
done an adequate job. The piano stood well-worn in one corner, 
camouflaged with the usual doillies and cherub vases bobbing with 
baby's breath and African violets. One of those typical homes of 
elderly aunts that all English professors say can't exist and yet 
do. Today it squatted a bit more cluttered than I'd seen it be
fore, but still not dirty.

From all the living room walls, from one side of the piano 
to the other, stared chairs. The usual frayed couch and recliners, 
pink flowered afghans over each, cuddled under Aunt Roberta's 
window, joined by all the metal kitchen set chairs and five fold
ing p-haira, straight and gravely solemn in their Methodist Ladies 
Guild black. The door to the outside rested barely open opposite 
the piano's corner, and chairs filled all the edges of the room.
It was a small place. The kitchen's overflow of food lay beside 
rolled white napkins and see-yourself-Joy melmack on a table moved 
out into the center of the living room. Centrally located goodies 
— a great idea!

"When...the... sun in the morning, peeps over the hill...and 
kisses the roses on my window sill......." My cousins left the
food and began their own personal mocking rendition of Mockingbird 
Hill, to Peggy's banging on the piano, which she really did play 
quite well for being only thirteen. It amazed me, somehow, that 
Mary, eighty Maxine, Paul and Peggy, thirteen, could be so totally 
unaffected by the funeral still going on. They were having a
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rollicking good time hamming up the old music Aunt Roberta had 
tucked away for years in the piano seat. Kind of pathetic in a 
way, but then they really hadn't known Uncle Jimrry - none of us 
kids had. He was an old man who lived across the street from 
the house we waited in right now - the brother of our uncle who 
lived here and the Uncle Isam and Uncle Lloyd of Bozeman, and our 
Aunt Helen of Tacoma. All these we knew passably well, Isam 
better than the rest since he was all of our own personal grand
father. I guess the whole family was pretty shook when they 
heard about Jimmy, but then not too many of them had paid a lot 
of attention to him either, seeing as how he got so cantakerous 
after his hip broke and a cane hindered his walking. I couldn't 
blame the kids for laughing and creating a party atmosphere in 
the house even when it should have been solemn. After all, Uncle 
Jimmy had just been the wrinkled fat man who always sat in the 
favorite lawn chair at reunions and didn't speak much.

I was awfully glad that older folks had the proper respect 
for the dead. This morning had been positively like a morgue 
wake. Aunt Helen managed to drip her way through six dainty 
hankies, oozing from little cluster of hushed voices to little 
cluster of hushed voices, spreading "Oh-isn’t-it-just-dreadful."
I slipped between the groups all morning too, trying to avoid 
the woman, being the only one of the younger generation there 
not to have been enlightened with the live-while-you-are-alive- 
and-young lecture yet. But she caught me between Cousin Marvin's 
trip to Hawaii and Uncle Earl's stillborn heifer,

"Oh, isn't it just dreadful, Pattie!" "So, so dreadful!
Let it be a lesson to you my dear, live while you are young - 
enjoy life - see things, like your Cousin Marvin going to Hawaii. 
You have such marvelous opportunities these days that we, and 
your dear Uncle Jimmy and the rest, just didn't have. Oh, this 
can never happen again, it can just never happen again!" She 
started to wail into a third hankie, the purple daisies in the 
hanging down comer already sodden as I stood shifting my weight 
politely from foot to foot hoping the movement would give my 
brain inspiration for a retort not thought of yet for her line.

"Well, you know it's going to happen again soon, the whole
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family of brothers and sisters is over 1$, Aunt Helen." The 
obvious fact at least wasn't overworked, but it also wasn't ap
preciated., as Aunt Helen gagged on her tears for a change in
stead of flooding the place, and developed a peculiar whiteness 
about the mouth. I was glad her husband toted her off to the 
bathroom with an over-the-shoulder glance, eyebrowing frigid 
d-i sdai n. But I do still think Aunt Helen, along with her 
various near octogenarian siblings, was sincere in her grief — 
just a little overdone as the dramatic heroine. It was still 
a comfort to realize that someone was genuinely upset - that 
someone had respect and reverence for the "deceased" (as the 
good ministers always dubbed people who were just plain dead).
The Dixieland at the piano was really beginning to get on my 
nerves, somehow adding to my guiltj kind of like I had an in
curable case of not only hardening of the arteries, but harden
ing of the heart. After all, there had been a death which meant 
that there should be sincere sorrow, not only a display of it.
I guess the little kids were just too young to understand that 
all this was to have some lasting effect on them. Somewhere in 
the beginning of a Hemingway book, I once read a poem about For 
Whom the Bell Tolls, saying that any man's death diminishes me, 
for I am involved in mankind - therefore never send to know for 
whom the bell tolls, it tolls for thee. The kids just weren't 
old enough to listen for bells yet, and me, I....just....

"Say, here comes everyone all at once!" Mary had spotted 
the dust first and the funeral parade pulled up in front of the 
house. At least twenty cars, all close relatives, rushed for
ward or rammed into reverse, LTDs jockeying for the best park
ing under the shade trees lining the road. Great sheaths of dust 
sprayed into the air and rained back onto the street like black 
pepper on a narrow strip of greaseless bacon, coating the leaves 
of overhanging trees in stiffeling grime of death unless a rain 
would come soon. Car doors slammed and voices boomed and whis
pered and whined in tune with the whirring ignitions. Pop's 
(Uncle Isam's) bald head stood out above the rest and reflected 
sun rays off into the sky - the Great Beacon, his head was so 
highly polished. Sometimes I thought the cousins teased him too
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much about that,, but then he was a good joe, and didn’t really 
mind. I guess.

It took about twenty minutes for everyone who was going to 
stay for supper at Aunt Roberta's to get into the house. They 
tarried reluctant to leave the warm breeze outside, even for the 
famous funeral feast. It was midafternoon, and in just fresh new 
autumn, only ten leaves per tree had gotten the yellow urge so far. 
Sparrows fluttered and gossiped above the fence of southern flights. 
The yard rested green, such a comfortable place any time, after 
weddings, or births, or divorces, or funerals. A small neat front 
yard, like the living room; totally surrounded with trees, poplar 
mainly, with some birch and a weeping willow by the front gate that 
I had hung a whirlygig on one fourth of July many years ago and 
damn near caught it on fire. The weeping willow was the friendli
est and my favorite; even though I caused the scar on her side, 
she still ran leafy fingers over the top of my head when I walked 
by. Around the house Aunt Roberts had cosmos growing - great 
tangled masses of various purples and a few whites. Ivy creeped 
around their roots and over into the sweet pea trelis. A hint 
of breeze of autumn drifted through all their petals and lifted 
up their odors on her back to flit and tingle nostrils into un
conscious smiles. But eventually the people parted with the green 
grass and gabbing dialogue of rustling leaves for straight and 
solemn folding chairs in the house. The sun, growing weary, start
ed her descent on the last quarter of clear blue sky.

For a few quiet moments the relatives matched the rigidity of 
their seats. Then Uncle Mike brought out cognac and a parade around 
the goodies table started. Somehow, with full glasses, frosted 
from ice, and plates of ham and potatoe salad to defend laps and 
mouths when minds couldn’t think of anything to say, the quiet 
changed. Instead of hushed conversations of, "Remember the fish
ing trip we all took in !3U when Jimmy got seven over his limit 
and....", "Tes, well this is the third funeral I've made this 
week...", there started to be a unified spirit of enthusiasm.
What for, I've no idea - relief, I thought at first, relief, and 
1 was glad to hear my relatives talking more animated, but still 
reserved for the occasion. Someone, I don’t quite recall who,
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perhaps Uncle MLke who had 'way too much cognac by this time, 
suggested Uncle Paul play his saxophone. Paul swings excellent 
on the sax with no bragging on the relatives' part* After much 
urging he rose reluctantly taking his shining saxophone from 
its case. He walked past me and frown lines sat in deeper 
around his eyes and across his forehead. Obviously he was play
ing against his will and I was pleased, someone still realized 
the significance of the occasion. Leaning back, his eyes clos
ed and the sax wheezed and trembled out each lingering aching 
note of some slow old tune. Sun through the west window glared 
off the keys of polished gold, glistening in the pearl between 
high C and P#, Sun streams caught the music, waltzing the tenor 
across the floor, faster and faster until notes whirled round 
and round the leering sax in a vaudeville rendition of Dixieland: 
throbbing, whistling, beckoning, cavorting, toetapping Dixie.
Uncle Lloyd's feet started abeating, and Aunt Helen's hands clap
ping cautiously till Iva, and Ida, and Gertrude and Marvin joined 
in - wanging, whipping out the rhythms between their flashing 
sweating palms. One last sun stream glared off the sax before 
slipping beyond the horizon of the world.

I sat glumly puzzled by the window, watching my just bereav
ed relatives laugh and sing and stomp. They didn't hear the 
quiet thud in the middle of the windowpane, but I did, and strol
led outside to see if what I feared was true.

The bird lay quiet underneath the window sill - tiny mound 
of yellow against velvet green grass carpet. Each feather on the 
wings buttercups fresh, spring bornj and each on the breast and 
head birch-leaves-new with the brilliant tinge of first autumn.
Her feet clenched tightly crossed above the bulge of eggful abdom
en. I waited, squatted awkward beside her, for the eyes to open 
or the beak to waver. But the little scaly shutters kept her 
bright eyes covered, and the beak, parted a crack, froze there.
The breeze of sweet peas lifted and gently replaced ruffled feath
ers. Tty finger stretched out reluctantly, resting where her heart 
should have been beating, I'd had a parakeet once, and in my hand 
his heart raced like a tiny honda engine fluttering against my 
skin. My finger here felt nothing, The feathers were smooth chisel
ed velveteen or satin, but they didn't rise and fall in tiny gasps
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for breath - just rigid and silence. Obviously the bird was not 
just knocked out, I picked it gently up, its body hardly stretch
ed to fill one palm, and the neck sagged limp in every direction. 
Broken. I held it there a long time and almost took it inside, but 
now Mack the Knife raged on the sax with the piano joined in. Some
how I doubted a dead bird which had broken his neck flying into 
their window would hold much significance. They wouldn’t care. A 
dead bird really doesn’t matter. There are plenty of birds around.
But the weeping willow had shed all her sparrows who were swoop
ing chattering out of sight. They hadn't noticed the loss either.

I found a stick and scratched out a shallow hole beneath moss 
and leaves at the base of my weeping willow tree. It seemed im
proper to bury without a coffin - but the bird had finer dressings, 
so I laid her slowly down in the hole and smoothed each feather 
into place. Her feet I crossed piously over her breast, pointing 
her face looking up through the willow branches at the sky and clouds, 
though I really knew she never would look. It was just an old dead 
bird, or an old dead anything. But I felt bad about the bird, push
ing dirt over her and patting it down firm so Pop's terrior would
n't dig up the remains. I strolled back into steadily increasing 
gayity - grandmother was dancing around with Uncle Mike now, and 
they'd moved the goodies table to make more room for a tango.

"Where were you, Pattie?" It was Mother who'd been a little 
concerned at my absence; relatives get the wrong impression about 
young folks if they don't stay and socialize, and mother is al
ways worried, about the relatives' impressions.

"A yellow bird died. It flew into the window."
"That's too bad, I'm sorry, Pat. Why don't you go talk to 

Uncle Lloyd now, he's been asking about you,"
I went to get another piece of mincemeat pie to munch while I 

talked to Lloyd, but Aunt Iva had beaten me to the last wedge.

Pattie Linehan
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God's Requiem

In principio erat Verbum, et Verbum erat 
apud Deum, et Deus erat Verbum....

Is it true, really true then?
We have seen His face cold-blue 
His eyes grey , leaden....

But hew, immortal and all that?
What father could watch a second time 
even from where He sat?

A second time? We know not of what you mean....
What you did, Thou I bid,
was done first at Calvary scene.

What? Slay again? But His Son hath long left the earth 
Vile man slays his brother;
Bums Christ's Body upon hate's hearth.

......... Deus, qui humanae substantiae digitatum
mdrcfoiliter condisti, et merabilis re formas ti....

Then Christ is dead, surely Father and Spirit live'.
The Dove 's wings were broken 
when He could no longer give.

But the Father'. Not He too'. Absurd!
With the passing of the Breath 
so also dies the Word.

Deus est mortem! 
Homines Gratias.

Charles Atkins
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SURE

When "pay day," as Maureen like to call it, finally arrived 
it found her in her room, whitefaced and silent, completely sober, 
clutching Amos by the hand. She kept her eyes carefully glued to 
the dime store alarm clock, ticking loudly away. Her appointment 
was in just one hour.

"Jesus, I'm new to this game," she murmered almost inaudibly, 
then louder, "Thanks for coming, Amos., I'll need you today. 
Thanks."

"Sure," blurted Amos, embarassed, and not knowing what to 
say. Then he cleared his throat.

Amos and Maureen. Once somebody said that fate brought them 
together because they couldn't take anything from each other.
They both figured this must be true. Amos and Maureen knew all 
about people who took from other people.

They wouldn't see one another for weeks and then, late at 
night, maybe, Amos would hike up the steep steps to Maureen's 
dirty apartment and, if he didn't hear voices inside the door, he 
would knock and she would let him in. Then they would talk, about 
how hard it was to make a buck, or stay healthy until the spring 
came, or keep from crossing paths with the law. Later Maureen 
would put her arms around the boy's slender shoulders, and like a 
big sister, tell him, "Well take care of yourself kid."

"Sure," Amos would reply, "And you watch out who you ... uh 
. . . you . ." And then his voice would trail off until Maureen 
would slap her big thigh in uproraious laughter and shout that, hell 
there wasn't nothin' that could happen that she couldn't handle. 
Smile, kid, smile.

Now it was late afternoon and Maureen sat slumped on her old 
warn sofa, with Amos beside her, and her pink fleshy hand perspir
ing in his. They were a curious contrast. Amos, tight skin and 
firm muscle, but delicate, so delicate he seemed like he could 
break into pieces. And Maureen was all sag and flesh, with long 
luxuriant amber hair her only attractive feature. But to look at 
her corpulent sensuous body you knew she could go on for a long, 
long time.
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"Hey, Maureen," Amos broke the slinece, "I saw a nice green 
coat over on Fifty-fourth street I could get for you. Winter and 
all, it gets mighty cold, Maybe I'll, uh, just lift that coat for 
you, huh, Maureen?"

"That'ed be great kid, but watch out you don't get caught. 
Getting caught ain't no fun, boy, let me tell you. That's what 
happened to old Maureen this time and you see where it got me," 
Maureen stuck out her fat stomach and gave it a fleshy slap, "Now 
I gotta go see that butchering Nigger across town,"

Maureen took a quick look at the alarm clock, stood up, put 
on her ragged sweater, and signalled to Amos it was time to start.

"All you got to do, sweety pie, is hold my little hand on the 
way there and whistle to fetch me a taxi when I come reeling out 
from the operation, . . Ain't you lucky to be a boy. No matter 
who makes love to you, you can go off scott free."

Amos didn't know what to say. He got up and followed her down 
to the street As they stepped into the autumn chill, Amos in
stinctively shoved his hands into the pockets of his baggy pants 
and Maureen wrapped her arm around the boy's stiff arm. Not speak
ing, they left the white neighborhood and moved east into the 
colored section. As they neared their destination, Maureen tight
ened her grip on Amos's arm and slowed her pace. It was almost 
six o'clock now and they didn’t encounter many people on the 
streets. It was getting colder.

Then, without warning, the building they sought stood before 
them. An ugly brownstone with eight stories, it rose hopelessly 
into the dirty sky, not a single light in any of its grimy windows. 
The faint orange glowing of the twilight sun as it disappeared be
hind the tenaments that lined the other side of the street case a 
shadow over the front of the structure that gave it a one-dimen
sional appearance,

Maureen and Amos stopped at the crumbling stone steps that 
led to the front door,

"Well kid, here we are. It looks like all the sin in the 
world might be in this here building. Wish me luck."

"Sure."
She let go of his arm and Amos helped her up the steps. He
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opened the door and Maureen disappeared into the stench and black
ness beyond.

Amos sat on the steps, and watched the street lights flash on. 
He tried not to think about Maureen inside because he knew it would 
make him sick. It was rotten luck, this happening to her. As he 
sat on the steps a heavy Negro woman with two small children follow 
ing behind her hurried down the street. The children had old 
crumpled newspapers packed inside their light jackets to keep them 
warm. As they passed in front of him Amos glanced at his feet so 
he would not have to look into their eyes. He felt like a tres
passer in a foreign country where he had no right to be. Later it 
began to snow lightly. He was hunched over with his hands thrust 
into the warm fold where his legs bent at the knees, when a colored 
man with perfect white teeth gleaming from behind an ugly smile, 
kicked him in the small of the back and said he could go inside and 
get the bitch.

Amos spun around, stood up and, meekly passing the leering 
man, he entered the building.

"Second floor, end of the hall, door to yer left," Amos heard 
coming from behind him. Amos found Maureen stretched out on an 
enameled kitchen table in a room that was otherwise empty and un
heated. Her underclothes were soaked in blood and her skin so pale 
it was almost white. Amos helped her dress and then half-carried 
the swaying woman down the stairs. They signaled for a taxi and, 
inside, Amos noticed the drops of blood oozing in slow succession 
from underneath Maureen's skirts into a little puddle on the floor 
of the car. Neither spoke until Amos set the trembling, feverish 
body of the woman on the couch in her own apartment.

"God, it's over," she muttered, "over."
Amos undressed her and offered to fetch a towel or something.
"Thanks honey, but you'll find a bottle in that drawer over 

there. That'll do just fine . . . with maybe a blanket so I don't 
catch cold."

Amos found the fifth of whiskey and a dirty army blanket and 
he gave them to Maureen. She took a long drink and set the bottle 
on the floor beside her. Then she pulled the blanket up over her
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throbbing body and hugged its warmth. Maureen knew the incredible 
pain wouldn't stop until she numbed herself with the alcohol. Now 
she had to be alone for a long time.

"I'll come back tomorrow to see how you're doing Maureen. 
Maybe you shouldn't drink too much. .

"Thanks, thanks,' was all she could manage now as the air 
drained from her throat, "bye honey."

"Sure," said Amos as he shut the door behind him. "Sure."

Dan Burr

Z have seen

t have you. betng ktssed
[despite youA feeble protests] by the natn

t know youA hands have been hetd
tn the gsiip oft the numbing co id

and it has been said
the de£t fiingeAS ofi the wind

have ofrten caAessed
the mysteAious tfuA ofi youA femininity

do you. know
i envy the Aain, the eotd 

and espeeiaiiy
the wind.

Phiicp Hait
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PROOFUS UNICORNICUS

the unicorn sat
high upon a stool
while eating custard from a bowl.

pondering upon the fate of we
who do not believe in he.
the unicorn wondered
if it had come to pass
that unicorns were not;
and that therefore he was
but a figment of his horned imagination?

had, upon a time, some
professor sat and reasoned that 
the proof of matter was not true 
and found himself alonej 
decided then not he to be 
the only one, without a friend or 
foe
but came a while in thought upon the 
unicorn, instead?

the unicorn had finished all he ate 
and sat a while in muse, 
decided not to be 
and bid the world adieu.

Kristen Noel Hanson
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AND WHAT WILL YOU DO THEN

And what will you do then
When the thick night reaches
Out to blacken your wounded
Gasping shadow

That lays cold and unresponsive 
While the keepers hands unsearching 
Steadfastly claim the last of light 
Like the never knowing grave man

Whose long stemmed shapened shovel 
Cuts into the clustered ground 
And piles a series of metallic sounding 
Mounds upon the cloistered sliver of

Your solitary severed meaning
And the narrow debth of your quickly
Vaulted hopes while
You quietly recall the time

When Autumn's rapid rusting
Didn't really mean surrender
To both Summer and the Winter
To each day and evenings splendor

Phil Tonkovich
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FIFTY AND SOME TOMORROW

Go slyly slowly gently sagely into some
final fourbits or less of time's grey game— 
goldworth of loveloss, lovegain, lovepain— 
of century-half of marvel or mere madness.

Sit, sing by your rotting river but do not 
imagine that you weep with universal tears 
for all the years carried afloat by the 
curling current of cold, brown, constant water.

Is it the tear-smeared little boy with
A crushed body of a dead dog you cry for?
Or the screaming, scorning adolescent with 
Losing ideals and conventional appeals 
Rused, half-dead with shrill siren song,
Through mindless city streets
To the morbid funeral-parlor hospital?

Mind-mountains are not real when
You appeal to the real scale of tree-trimmed ridges 
Where solid stone exists binding, bounding, beauty.

Robert B. Heywood 
1968
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BEFORE AMV AFTER MAT WE ALMOST BECAME

I
F/tom the Vaak JuAt Ahoat paAt Moon
A aoad I’d tong abandoned teaped
And in LtA miay maw entaapped
Ou/l young and Apaeading tight

The {.Lento my memo ay {eaaed
Aae aencLing now my {eet again.
So{t gaaAA Lt> gone; aetuanA the pain,
The cotd wheae wa/imth once waa.

Reboan in dying dayA
The new Aofrt Light aedoubted each
Vaak-mantted in a aobe o{ peace
Baight midday now buanA bteak.

What vagaant Moathean gait
Hoi chitted the {tame to guttea ao?
The tight gaowA dim - a daakened gtow,
And Queition hoveoA in the Amoke.

II
Faom Awi{t-waam, Aweet-Ao{t cootth, caaeAA caeepA 

catm.
BanetetA, boundteAA, bondteAA Aoothe AhutteoA Atain 
Faom tatepain’A aabid pieacing cuaie uncertain. 
Baeaki botdty btackneAA te{t {aom yeAteaday.

Riiing, aouAing upwaad thauAt btazeA
Highea {tying, buoAting in btue cayAtat
Banne/iA {uLiome, Thundeaing wondea I know now - 
Smatt tendea wondea I know now.

Jon Lokowich
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OCTOBER AT RIMINI

I need an October without the miners' women 
leaping like frightful nymphs from frying pans 
their men left rusted between crumbled logs.
I need an October without some miner's woman 
sleeping in the charred stump of a ponderosa, 
choked nearly out by wrists of lodgepoles.
I need an October without dead evening smoke 
blurring through the moon into rotted kitchens, 
framing the long laps wrapped in calico, 
coddlers of warmth once but now drawn on the air 
as thin as blueprints for Enpire stoves.

The yeast of this moon makes the womens' bread 
and the kitchens fill up with children.
The men retreat to sheds with brass hinges, 
ashamed that hard tools should find 
the same softness here as in the rocks.

Thomas R. Madden
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THE MASSES OF MY MUSCLE, MOLDED MUSCLE,

The masses of my muscle, molded muscle, 
confined beneath my canvas skin, 
refuse to endure another pilgrimage.

My tangled tendons, tensile tendons, 
cord-bound in my arms, deny the need 
to raise again in supplication.

The orbits of my eyes, rubber half-orbits, 
prisoners of my skull, defy the spirit, 
will not turn beyond the sky.

My serpent tongue, anchored voice, cries 
only for this Place, will shriek at nothing 
but the Trees.

Jim Tracey
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college.

jersey, david: sophomore art major from toston, montana. 
kelly, connie:. junior english major from helena, montana. 
kuhl, angie.:. senior french major from denver, Colorado, 
linehan, pattie: sophomore english major from lewistown, montana,

member of colors editorial staff and winner of first place in 
colors poetry contest.

lokowich, jackie: junior english major from helena, montana,
member of colors editorial staff and winner of first place in 
colors, short story contest.

lokowich, jon: senior english major from winston, montana and 
member of colors editorial staff.

madden, thomas j.: instructor of english at carroll college.
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poore, margaret: junior english major from billings, montana 
scheidecker, john "shag": freshman art major from helena, montana

and. photographer for colors.
smith, judy: freshman english major from kalispell, montana. 
tonkovich, phil: former carroll student from spokane, Washington

now attending eastern Washington college in cheney,
Washington.

tracey, jim: sophomore english major from anaconda, montana. 
turcotte, michelle: freshman engineering major from laurel,

montana.
ward, dr. joseph t.: professor of english at carroll college and 

faculty advisor to colors.
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patrons

dr. and mrs. o.j. anderson 
barnes jeweliy 

the archie bray foundation 
colonial supper club 

commerce bank 
first national bank 

globe clothing 
home building and loan 

jacoby's store 
union bank
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